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Abstract- Social media is a crowded space and mostly using color images which is a great way to grab attention, 

because our brains respond so quickly to images and color in comparison to other types of information, but 

unfortunately these images requires an excessive amount of storage capacity. Image compression is a process of 

reducing the cost of storage and transmission of image data, where the compression algorithm (technique) reduces 

the image size so that it requires less storage or transmission bandwidth. This paper is concerned with hybrid inter-

differentiation color compression system of RGB base to remove the redundancies efficiently. The results shown 

are promising in terms of the higher compression gain achieved with preserving image quality, due to utilizes both 

the spatial and spectral contents simply and effectively. 
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1. Introduction 

As the existence of low-priced and distinct cameras, the demand for new techniques for processing the 

images has further grown. The image data is compressed before storage and/or transmission, where the main reason 

for compressing data is to eliminate the excessive redundancy from the original image [1]. In other words, a 

compression system generally represents the essential form of information processing used to manipulate significant 

information properly, while losing insignificant information, which is called the redundancy [2].  

Generally, image compression techniques fall into two categories: namely lossless and lossy depending on 

the redundancy type exploited, where lossless also called information preserving or error free techniques, in which 

the image compressed without losing information that rearrange or reorder the image content, and are based on the 

utilization of statistical redundancy of alone of low compression ratio, such as Huffman coding, Arithmetic coding 
and Lempel-Ziv algorithm, while lossy which remove content from the image, which degrades the compressed 

image quality, and are based on the utilization of psycho-visual redundancy, either solely or combined with 

statistical redundancy, of high compression ratio such as such as vector quantization, fractal, transform coding JPEG 

and JPEG2000 [3].  
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Color images or true color image decomposed into Red (R), Green (G) and Blue (B) components (bands) of 

8 bit data that are highly correlated which will make it difficult to store and transmit [4].   

  The color compression systems basically, based on utilizing each of the three bands (components) 

independently (separately) using the RGB nature base or color transformation space (YIQ,YCbCr,YUV), which 

mainly exploit the image spatial redundancy without considering bands redundancy that reduce compression 

performance.  
Currently, a number of researchers have exploited the  prediction techniques of inter base to compress color 

images, in a way that resemble a video compression system, since it would needs to identifies the source band 

according to its correlation ( i.e., importance), which implicitly means removing certain bands and compensating for 

these with predicted bands from the source [2], but the technique suffers from the problems that can be summarized 

by: the unstandardized model of prediction, the seed values that constitutes the major burden of efficiency, and the 

selection of reference color band. 

During the last few years several image compression techniques have been developed, in which a first 

milestone was set by the standardization of JPEG that used the discrete cosine transformation (DCT) of block based, 

that characterized by high compression, but with blocking artifact problem.  A step beyond JPEG is the JPEG2000 

that is based on discrete wavelet transform, which is more efficient than its predecessor JPEG and overcomes 

blocking artifacts mentioned problem[5]. 

Polynomial coding is a modern promising image compression technique based on modelling concept to 
remove the spatial redundancy embedded within the image effectively. The basic idea of polynomial coding is the 

utilization of mathematical model to represent each nonoverlapping partitioning block with a small number of 

coefficients of low error (residual) [6]. 

Several studies have been contributed to reduce the memory consumption and to increase the performance 

of the color image compression, where the DCT (discrete cosine transform) exploited [1], also the DWT used[4], 

and the inter-prediction utilized [2,7,8]. Some efforts exploited the polynomial coding along with the DWT to 

compress color images, including  Loay and Bushra (2011) [9], utilized the wavelet transform and the linear 

polynomial model, along with the quadtree scheme and shift encoding techniques to compress the residual 

efficiently, the result show the highly suggested system performance in terms of compression and quality. Also 

Ghadah et al. (2016) [10], introduced a simple hybrid color compression technique that effectively mixed between 

the hard/soft thresholding and uniform scalar quantizer techniques of block base and the spatial/frequency domains, 
where the linear polynomial coding and the wavelet transform exploited. The results showed the optimizing in the 

compression ratio along with preserving the image quality by mixing hard and soft thresholding. Lastly Ghadah et 

al. (2017) [11], proposed an effective color compression system it is based on combination between linear 

polynomial (spatial domain) and DWT (frequency domain), where the color image interpolated first along with 

utilizing the mixing of different quantization techniques. The test results indicate that the suggested method can lead 

to superioirity performance in terms of compression ratio and image quality. 

In this paper, an adaptive hybrid color image compression technique is suggested that based on exploiting 

the DWT and polynomial coding efficiently, thereby we eliminate both of the spatial and bands redundancies 

effectively, The rest of paper organized as follows, section 2 contains comprehensive clarification of the proposed 

system; the results for the proposed system and the conclusions, is given in sections 3 and 4, respectively. 

 

2. The Suggested System 

This paper introduced a color compression system of RGB base that utilized the DWT, linear polynomial 

coding techniques of inter-differentiation based along with hard thresholding and scalar uniform quantizer schemes, 

where the implementation explained in the following steps, also shown in figure (1). 

Step 1: Load the input uncompressed color image I of BMP format of size N×N. 

Step 2: Separate (split) the color image into its bands (RGB) (        ), each of size N×N. 

Step 3: Perform wavelet transform of Haar base that decompose each band separately(        ), where each 
decomposed into four quadrants of approximation and detail sub bands respectively, each of size (N/2×N/2), where 

each sub bands (approximation and details) compressed differently, namely the IR band decomposed into (IRLL, IRLH, 

IRHL and IRHH), also the IG and IB decomposed into (IGLL, IGLH, IGHL and IGHH) and (IBLL, IBLH, IBHL and IBHH) 

respectively, the IRLL IGLL,IBLL subbands indicate the approximation image (average images of the color image bands) 

and the images with horizontal edges(IRLH, IGLH, IBLH), vertical edges (IRHL, IGHL, IBHL) and diagonal edges (IRHH, IGHH, 

IBHH) respectively. 

Step 4: Apply wavelet hard thresholding process for all details subbands of color bands using appropriate selected 

threshold value, namely all the details subbands of color bands quantized once, due to transformation nature where 
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all the significant information modeled in approximation subbnad, while the details subbnads corresponds to less 

significant information, so the hard thresholding of all color subbands become, such as: 

 

NoCoffKeepSubbandsIRIGIB = 
(   -                )

   
 ………………….(1) 

SelThreSubbandsIRIGIB = SortQuadrant(NoCoffKeepSubbandsIRIGIB× Q a  a tDim   i  ) …………….(2) 

Here, the hard thresholding principle (concept) adopted according to [12], where NoCoffKeepSubbandsIRIGIB 

corresponds to the percentage of all detail sub bands of each subband coefficients that want to preserved, and 

SelThreSubbandsIRIGIB is the selected hard thresholding value. 

Step 5: Apply the inter-differentiation base technique of traditional polynomial coding techniques of linear base for 

the source approximation subbands of color bands, that simply involves the following sub steps: 

 1- Select the highest detailed approximated subband of color bands (IRLL, IGLL, IBLL) using the edge detector base 

techniques, here we use the sobel edge detector for the approximation subbsnds and choose the band with maximum 

sum vale corresponding to source one (ISourceApxsband), that compressed using the traditional polynomial coding as in 

[2,7,8,12], namely apply the techniques once just for the source band.  

2-Find the inter-differentiation or residuals between the decoded approximated source subband (result from step 1 

above) and the non-source approximation subbands of color bands. 

            (   )            (   )   ̂              (   )      ( ) 

3-Perform scalar uniform quantization /dequantization for the residual approximation subbnads, such as: 

                      (
           

          
)                                              ( ) 

Where               corresponds to quantized residuals non-source approximated images,                is 

quantization step of residual images,                is dequantization residual non-source approximation 

subbands. 

4- Use symbol encoder of run length coding and Huffman coding techniques to encode the compressed information 

of details subbands hard thresholding coefficients, approximation subbnads of source polynomial base (coefficients/ 

residual) and quantized residuals of non-source bands of inter-differentiation based.  

5- Reconstruct the non-source approximation subbnads ̂                 , the bands image reconstructed according 

to equation  bellow: 

 ̂                 (   )   ̂              (   )+              (   )      ( ) 

Step 6: To reconstruct the decompressed color image, apply the inverse wavelet transform (IDWT) for each color 

band, finally all the reconstructed approximated color bands combined to reconstruct the approximated color image. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. (1): Adaptive Hybrid Coding of Wavelet Polynomial Coding System 
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3. Experimental Results 
          For testing the systems performance; it is applied on three standard color images, they are shown in figure 2(a) 

‘Lena’, 2(b) ‘Girl’, and 2(c) ’House’. All the images are a square of the same size, 256×256, and color of (24 

bits/pixel). The compression ratio along the PSNR adopted as a performance measures due to popularity and 

simplicity, according to equations (6-8) [13]: 
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Where I(i,j) represent an input image (original image), and 
),(ˆ jiI

 denotes an decoded approximated image each of 
square size N×N.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tables (1 and 2) demonstrating the performance of the traditional color techniques compared to the 

proposed systems of hybrid based, using block size of 4×4, with different quantization steps selected of residual 

ranging from 5 to 50, along with quantization coefficients of 1,2,2, and various percentage values of details 

subbands. Lastlty we have to mention that the IR corresponds to the source band for all the testes images.  

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

   

            a                                               b                                                   c 

Fig. (2): The Three Tested Images of Size 256×256, Color Images, (a) Lena (b) Girl (c) House 
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Table (1): Traditional polynomial coding technique of three tested images 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Clearly, the traditional color polynomial coding is simple to implement with low compression 

performance, due to limitation of spectral redundancy removal, and the performance directly affected by 

the quantization step. 
 

 

 

Table (2): Hybrid Coding of Wavelet Polynomial Coding Technique of three tested images 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Tested image 
Q.level 

Residual 

Block size of 4×4 and Quantization Coefficient of 1,2,2 

RGB poly. with Huffman 

PNSR CR 

Lena 

5 43.3675 3.4519 

10 37.4975 4.0015 

20 33.2009 4.4004 

50 29.6241 4.6265 

Girl 

5 43.6223 3.8324 

10 38.1846 4.2879 

20 34.3051 4.5785 

50 31.5569 4.7132 

House 

5 43.8825 3.9160 

10 38.2415 4.4144 

20 34.0469 4.7637 

50 30.8813 4.9392 

 

Tested image 
Q.level 

Residual 

Block size of 4×4 and Quantization Coefficient of 1,2,2 

RGB poly. with DWT and Huffman 

Enter single percentage of coeff. 

LH,HL,HH (Red band only) of 10 

Enter single percentage of coeff. 

LH,HL,HH (Red band only) of 20 

PNSR CR PNSR CR 

Lena 

5 32.6407 21.9625 35.6911 16.9140 

10 32.5228 23.2068 35.4737 17.6425 

15 36.8741 24.4781 35.3080 18.3677 

20 32.2743 25.6133 34.9585 18.9996 

50 30.9184 31.2374 32.5912 21.9282 

Girl 

5 34.8925 22.3825 37.3044 17.4113 

10 34.7329 23.9415 37.0346 18.3403 

15 34.5802 25.7004 36.7775 19.3550 

20 34.3048 27.1333 36.3343 20.1567 

50 32.0968 34.2403 33.1804 23.8313 

House 

5 35.6935 23.3723 38.0471 18.1306 

10 35.5223 25.4872 37.7670 19.3779 

15 35.3294 28.1512 37.4465 20.8802 

20 35.0130 30.5577 36.9707 22.1755 

50 32.6708 40.3713 33.6708 26.9252 
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It is obvious that the adaptive techniques of hybrid inter-differentiation mixed techniques, higher compression 

efficiency can be achieved by looking without visual degradation – that is to say that the result is still quite visually 

pleasing. As expected, the proposed results showed the same behaviour as the traditional model of polynomial, in 

terms of the inverse relation between the compression ratio and the PSNR, also the effect of quantization steps of 
both the residual and hard thresholding techniques 

 

4. Conclusions 
This paper introduced inter-differentiation technique to compress color images efficiently using the polynomial 

coding and the hierarchal scheme of one level DWT of lossily base, clearly the the higher compression ratio is 

achieved due to exploiting the embedded spectral redundancy between the RGB bases, with preserving image 

quality as much as possible. 
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